EAGLE TAC NIGHT VISION
INFRA RED TORCH
Once again I am updating the site and adding into the mix a new
development that my friends in the USA use, they introduced me to this
light and boy what a light it is! INFRA RED MKII T100C2
I bought two of these lights and they are paired up to my night vision rifle
scope and also my binoculars, so I have a massive amount of extra infra
red light at night when scanning with my night vision binoculars, the
world is mighty bright!

Here are a few pictures that show the light and my equipment. I love to
sit and wait at a dead sheep that a Rooikat has killed, I sit the next
evening and when he comes back, I shoot him in the dark and this infra
red light helps me to see even better with my binoculars and rifle scope.

Here it is on my R4 system that I use at night and I use one on my rifle
and one on my binoculars, I ordered them with the pressure switch and
tail cap cover, rifle mount system and recharges. I use a LED LENSER
universal mount for fitting the torch to the scope.

This shows the Infra red light fitted above my rifle night vision scope, this
shows the light without a funnel to stop side leakage, below is a picture
with a funnel fitted. The pressure switch is really handy for putting the
torch on quickly and quietly!

T100C2
Mark 2

The Eagle Tac is a
mean INFRA RED
system that pairs up
very well with 1st - 2nd
and 3rd Gen night vision
riflescopes; I fit a funnel
to my light to stop any
light leakage on the
sides.

MY TYPICAL KILL SITE EQUIPMENT
At a sheep kill site when a Rooikat has killed a sheep I employ this
system to kill him!
Firstly I have three methods of operation;
NO MOON I sit at the back of the bakkie with a swivel chair like normal
night hunts, IF it’s a small moon quarter or less I use a trailer on its own
left on the lands with a small chair on it, OR if big moons I take a low cut
off table with a 10 inch leg length and put a small chair on top.
It all depends on the moon condition, the small table and chair is hard to
see if he comes back on a moon. I sit 70metres from the dead sheep
and scan with night vision binoculars and with this I have a HUGE 1,5
million candle power infra red spotlight, then also the two Eagle Tac infra
red lights, and shoot with an Infra red laser and an Eagle Tac infra red
light on my night vision rifle scope.
The set up is awesome and its like shooting fish in a barrel, I have so
much light that if an animal comes close he looks like he is on fire he is
so bright and clear, I called a lynx in one night and he looked like he was
in flames as he was running in as he was so illuminated with infra red
lights.
I sit and scan, and when I spot him coming back to the dead sheep the
next night I scan, and shoot in the pitch dark, he does not have a
chance, chances are they come back the next evening, you must just
have patience.

